


A tribute to 
MAHADEVA RAO 

““Whenever I went to Mahadeva Rao  for any help, he never sent me back without offering a solution, be it y p, g ,
with my setup or any other lab infra related issues. He manages to use any of the old scarp to use with fit-y p y g y p
tings required for the setup. This greatly helps in reducing expenditure for the setup! Most of my setups g q p g y p g p p y p
were finished completely from scratch from the scrap of Workshop! All this reduced lot of time and efforts p y p p
spent by research student in building a setup. His absence will create huge vacuum and I sincerely hope p y
that we find a way to retain him.mm ”.”” 

"Experimental skills and design are an inevitable part of any core engineering science. In this backdrop of p g p y
understanding the nuances of chemical engineering principles, 

g g p
the need to build physical working mod-g

els cannot be undermined. In this realm, the depart-
g

ment was ably indispensably supported 
by our very own Mahadeva Rao. The ser-

y pp
vices of Mahadeva Rao has its humble y y

beginnings nearly three decades earlier in the workshop of Department g g
of Aerospace Engineer-

p p
ing. Although Mahadev Rao, did not p

have a conven-
,

tional academic background, this 
did not quell 

g ,
his thirst for wide knowledge and q

application. 
g

Mahadeva Rao's dexterity and pp
skill with hands 

y
intertwined with his immense 

concentration is almost unmatchable bearing 
the testimony of 

g
time. His punctuality and y

commitment to task 
p y

should be truly revered, as 
he is seen working on 

y ,
many Saturdays too. Go-

ing further, his signa-
y

ture entry is almost the g ,
first in the staff attend-

y
ance register. Mahadeva 

Rao is a box of ideas, when it comes to con-
structing a physical model and troubleshooting g p
various problems. His solu-

g
tions are not only p

ingenious and simple but al-
y

so cost effective. g
His working knowledge base includes mechan-
iiiciiccaccaalaaaallll ooopooppppeppeereeeerrarrrraat

g
aaaa i

gg
aattttiio

g
iioooonoooonns like milling, turning, grind-ppp

ing and other lathe operations. 
g, g

Apart from this g
he also is well versed in glass 

p
blowing necessary in 

every chemical lab. He also pos-
g y

sesses skills with carpentry y
which is evident in the workspace of 

p y
many of our laboratories and some mod-

els. With all these undisputed skill sets, Mahadeva Rao is humorous, jovial and frank 
at heart. He connects well with stu-

j
dents and works relentlessly to support them during crucial y pp

circumstances which saved them a lot of precious time and also kept them motivated." 

““Instruments in Chemical Engineering are not used to down time - Mahadeva Rao ensured that they remain 
working for the past 30 years. From unloading heavy instruments to threading tiny screws - 

y
- he has a solu-g

tion for everything.” 

““I think he is one of the few supporting staffs in the Institute who is really student friendly. He is very hard pp g y y y
working, committed and someone who has a strong will for students who come to him for their work. g, g
There are times clearly live in my memory when I have requested him, close to weekend, to do some ma-y y y q , ,
chining work for me, and he has worked for me over weekends in spite of bad health. I thank him very g
much for his support and help. I wish him a very happy retirement.” 
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Welcome to the all-new issue of the annual CEA magazine, imaginatively titled ‘The salad bowl’. The signifi-
cance of the title may not be immediately apparent to the reader so I will spend a few moments detailing the 
thoughts that led to this selection. The ‘salad bowl’ is a metaphor used to describe the cultural milieu in coun-
tries where people from different backgrounds coexist and enrich the societal tapestry. It’s much like a salad 
where several vegetables are tossed in a sauce and served on a plate; you can easily distinguish between the 
tastes and flavours of the vegetables used. The articles in this issue can be likened to the vegetables in the sal-
ad, each with its characteristic flavour or attribute, and the magazine to the salad itself, to be enjoyed as a 
chequered (and yet savoury) whole made of distinctly separate parts. Stretching it a little further, the ethos of 
our department can also be aptly described by the same metaphor: scores of students and faculty from all over 
India coming together for the purpose of research but retaining their distinctive cultural (and intellectual) iden-
tities. The interns who are here for the summer further add to the milieu creating a truly diverse setting here. 

Coming to the contents, we have quite a few articles, poems, paintings and sketches jostling for space and rep-
resentation in this offering. Dr. Gandhi’s article on the contradictions in everyday life makes for entertaining 
and insightful reading. Other articles by Kapil, Rubesh, Balaaji and Subhasish serve to lighten the mood with 
their delightful essays and anecdotes while Srinivas has written a gripping thriller on terrorism. Anayat’s plain
-speaking article on Kashmir articulates the need for an honest initiative to dispel the deeply entrenched nega-
tivity by educating the masses. And probably for the first time ever, the magazine features a number of articles 
by summer interns and guests from across the shores, who have spent some time with us here. Helen’s narra-
tive of her experiences in India and Nathan’s reminiscences of his brush with a hairdresser-turned-engineer 
glow with candour and warmth while articles by guests from closer home, Vemparala, Sourojeet, Shalini and 
Akshay, on a plethora of topics- classical Indian music, the onslaught of the social media, evolution, popular 
science books, existential questions- bubble with the fresh insights and enthusiasm of the young brigade of the 
country. A separate section on poems, ‘lyrical musings’, offers us a glimpse into the latent poetic talents of the 
students and faculty. Dr. Gandhi raises a toast to Prof. Bird of the proverbial trio, Bird-Stewart-Lightfoot, with 
his ode to the evergreen nonagenarian while Jitendra weaves the hallmarks of our life here in the institute into 
a wonderfully jocular poem. Two other poems, a poignant one by summer intern Sagar and another defeatist 
by a student writing under the pseudonym ‘Nemo’, conclude this section. The next segment on paintings, ‘the 
palette’, showcases Satyaghosh’s works, and his knack for the art, while Ravi stupefies us with his inimitable 
pencil sketches in ‘wonders with pencil’. Photos by Rubesh and Satyaghosh taken in different parts of the 
campus fill up the last section ‘through the lens’. Finally, Dr. Rahul Roy sums up the year gone by as CEA 
president with vivid accounts of the events and activities organized by the association under his stewardship. 

In addition to the above, we are running a feature article on the game-changers in chemical engineering, where 
we profile a few chemical engineers who revolutionised the field with their fresh insights, novel approaches 
and pioneering ideas/methods. No doubt, the list is not exhaustive and reflects only our opinion on the advanc-
es made in this discipline in the years since its inception. 

Further, in keeping with the times (read: World Cup 2014) and the ensuing football frenzy among the youth 
and old alike, we attempted to satiate the appetite of the football-crazed by including a crossword on the game. 
Hope you enjoy working it out. 

Before I wind up, I have to thank a few people whose untiring, unheralded efforts helped to make this edition 
more presentable. Heartfelt thanks to Rubesh did most of the designing (or dressing, if you may) and to Arjun, 
a summer intern here and a virtual Adobe Photoshop® pro for designing the cover, contents and a few other 
pages. Several others have given us their feedback on the layout and designs, and we are grateful to them for 
the improvements that have come about as a result. The biggest thanks, however, are due to the people who 
contributed articles, poems and photos for the magazine; they made it happen. This magazine is the result of 
weeks of toiling on the articles, the layout, and the features and we hope you would find it enjoyable. Howev-
er, being the editor, I alone am responsible for any errors in the text, inadvertent or otherwise. 

So, now, I will rest my pen, or rather, the keys of my keyboard, and let you indulge your senses to the spread 
on offer. Bon appetit! 

Sayani Majumdar (Editor) 

Dr. K Ganapathy Ayappa 



change is no solution. Marxism 
has a different proposal. Con-
flict is 'fundamentally' econom-
ic, between the haves and have-
nots, like some else taking away 
the only job you wanted. One 
might think that contradiction 
vanishes if have-nots simply 
eliminate haves. Not so simple. 
Marx pointed out a strange re-
versal of symmetry that occurs. 
Have-nots, after annihilating the 
haves, behave like haves and 
the very process of elimination 
gives birth to new have-nots! History repeats and 
the sequence continues. Where then is hope? 

Marx assured that the series is convergent, 
economic disparities are eventually 

removed, and a conflict-free 
'classless' society will dawn. There 
could be objections to this resolu-
tion also. What about that lovely 
partner who chose one but 
'shifted' to that competitor of the 

original one? That doesn't look 
economics based! But Marx would 

say: Look carefully, may be the com-
petitor has a Ferrari or a penthouse apart-

ment overlooking Raj Bhavan, although I would 
not know why anyone would ever want to over-
look the Raj Bhavan. But one can still persist. 
What about the rich Ranbir marrying the down-
trodden Deepika? Surely, it happens all the time 
in Bollywood. May be it does happen once in a 
blue moon in real life too. As is well known, sci-
entific theories can never be proved, they can 
only be disproved. A 'once in a blue moon event' 
is then enough to sow doubts on this theory too. 

Life is full of polar opposites or contradictions. 
The opposites are inseparable, if you like, bi-
continuous in nature. Logical study of the inter-
play between a pair is dialectics of contradic-
tions. Now the very existence of contradictions 
is unsettling since they are an eternal source of 
tension. Several Utopian theories have promised 
hope of relief from contradictions. Look at one 
classic polar opposite pair: me versus others. 
Wouldn't it be great if others were not there to 
oppose me! 'Vedanta' offers a resolution of this 
problem: actually, me and you all are one and 
the same, part of an 'atma'. But this polar oppo-
site is not so easily resolvable. Suppose others 
were not there to applaud me, and say 'wah' and 
wow, one can imagine the kind of dull life I 
would have! We need and don't need oth-
ers. Conflict seems inevitable. Another 
ancient one is between continuity 
and change. Continuity offers se-
curity, and boredom, while 
change offers excitement but tur-
moil. Well, all of us have heard 
of one solution: if only we return 
to good old values, especially 
from parents! It is part of an eternal 
search for homogeneity and so a con-
flictless unity. I call the proponents of this 
no-changers. But there is a serious problem.  The 
values parents want their children to return to are 
not the same as the values which their parents 
wanted them to return to. If we now trace this 
back and back, we will find that there are no 'the 
good values'. Good values are like the river of 
Siddhartha, ever changing and yet ever there!  
Therefore, it depends on which bank of the river 
and where one is sitting. Besides this, there is 
this practical problem of living in caves etc. No 

Dr.  K.S.  Gandhi 

Dialectics of Contradictions 

reflection 
probing 

inner meaning meditative 

life
crisis soul-searching 

pondering

deep musings 

thoughts

It appears to me that conflicts, at least many, can 
never be resolved. I look closer to home to bolster 
my argument. Take for example the pair of learning 
versus passing exams. This one is well known and 
seems to have existed since eternity as it was there 
when I was a student too. You might think, well 
pass the exams, and the conflict is gone. Not quite. 
Suppose you end up in my profession, then, the 
contradiction will come back like a ghost, and stare 
in your face in the very first class you teach! Facing 
interviews is another place where you see the con-
tradiction come alive. You can even think that you 
will junk ChE and join MBA. No, no, even that 
won't help. Employers seem to think that ex-
engineers 'know' their analytics. Let us look at an-
other one. Should one take a job based on the work 
one loves or on the fatness of the pay packet? You 
may think that the fat one wins hands down. Not 
really. Pay packets generally have big hidden pock-
ets of boredom. Many a student has forsaken a hard 
won prize to return to studies, yes, to studies! An-

other great one, special to academic departments 
like ours, is learning versus doing. All students, 
and some faculty like me, find no end to learning 
and it follows of course that they find no time to 
do, research. 'But, honestly, can you do good re-
search without learning!?' Prof. Narendra Dixit 
recently forwarded an article that refers to this 
issue1. I have many more unresolvable conflicts, 
and I don't give them since I think I proved my 
point. 

It looks like there is no alternative but to live with 
polar opposites. To live with those means to find 
a balance. Art of living a meaningful life is whol-
ly dependent upon the continual practice of dis-
covering one's own balance: not imitating others'. 
When asked about a contradiction, that ardent 
believer in Marxism, Mao Zedong famously said: 
One must walk on both legs.  

This is the story of a non-Indoree girl who married 
an Indoree boy. An Indoree is a person who lives in 
the city of Indore in the state of Madhya Pradesh.  
After marrying an Indoree, her life gets divided into 
two phases: ‘before Indore’ and ‘after Indore’. She 
cooked poha in breakfast more often than she ever 
cooked anything in her whole life before Indore. 
Poha is a famous breakfast dish. In Bangalore, lo-
cals also try to make poha and call it awlaki bhat. 
She came to know that adding senv, a namkeen 
snack to any recipe was a perfectly legitimate way 
of cooking food. She also came to know that chapa-
ti-senv could also be a very lovely wholesome meal.  
She was surprised that we just didn’t add senv in 
tea or water. She realized that every Indoree will 
tell you that everything is cheaper and better in In-
dore. She found that if you dare ask an Indoree 
what he loves in Indore, he would rattle off about 
200 names of chats in a single breath. She learnt 
that Sarafa and Chappan are the religious places for 

Indoree’s.  Chappan is a place where there were 
56 big shops in a single line, all of them selling 
differrent variety of chats. Sarafa is a chat–
chaupati night place. It opens at 12 am and closes 
at around 3 am. She also learnt that Indoree’s are 
more proud of Rajwada then she could ever be of 
anything in her whole life. At Rajwada, there is a 
nice fort which no one really cares about. All the 
Indoree’s care about are the shops selling food 
items near it. Even if you do not want to know, 
they will tell you about the two big shops which 
don’t have the closing door. These are like 24 hrs 
“All Time Chaat Service’’. Sometimes ATMs can 
be down but these shops are never down and In-
doree’s are also never down. Now she had be-
come a gourmand and hence a proper Indoree. 

Kapil is a 2nd Year M.E. student with Dr. Naren-
dra Dixit. 

Kapil Newar 

The Girl who Married an Indoree 

way of life 



Second Helping of 
Dosa

A Visitor’s Experiences at IISc 

heart-warming

View over Zurich’s old town with the Limmat River flowing 
through.  The main building of the ETH is in the top right 
corner (black dome just visible) and the Theoretical Biology group 
works just up the street from here. 

“while our ap-
proaches to model-
ling differ in some 
aspects, our inter-
ests in applied bio-
logical problems 
share much overlap” 

Helen Alexander 

“[At ETH] the PhD 
position is treated like 

a job with a contract 
and salary..[with] 

working hours from 9 
am to 6 pm. Working at 

night, unlike in your 
department, is almost 

unheard of” 

Me with Kapil, Chaitanya, and Vipul at the 
Rangancathittu Bird Sanctuary on a day trip to Mysore.
(Inset) Enjoying lunch at the Faculty Club with Vipul, 

Pradeep, Prof. Dixit, Sebastian, and Pranesh.  



Caption describing picture 
or graphic. 

“I attended a concert of 
South Indian classical 
music, roamed Vipul’s 
favourite downtown 
bookshop, Blossoms, 
marveled at the 
‘Ecology tree’ on 
campus, and went to 
see a Bollywood movie” 

Cows of the world…on the Bangalore highway and in the Swiss Alps.  

Phir
milenge!

Helen is a PhD student at ETH Zurich, 
with Prof. Sebastian Boenhoeffer, who is collabo-

rating with Dr. Narendra Dixit’s Lab. She came 
down to Bangalore twice in the past two years. 

(Clockwise from left) 
Sunset over the Arabian 
Sea on Alappuzha Beach; 
Fishermen in the 
Backwaters near 
Alappuzha; Early 
morning on the tea 
plantations near Munnar  

“..best experiences 
were unplanned… in 
Alappuzha, I learnt a 
few words of Malaya-
lam and..[was].. in-
vited to a yet-to-be-

arranged wedding. In 
Kumily, a family wel-
comed me into their 
home for traditional 

food and henna.” 



KBC...A Computer Game 

Rubesh is a 1st year M.E. student, working in 
Dr. Narendra Dixit’s Lab. 

Rubesh 

Recommended by a friend of IISc, I am going to 
share with you my encounter with a person around 
2 years ago. I hope you would find it interesting 
and I would like, by the way, to thank everyone in 
the Chemical Engineering Department for this 
wonderful semester. I have already related this 
story during one of the weekly short talks in Nar-
endra’s Lab, where I found a great environment to 
study and enjoy the last 6 months.  

After I completed my first year of engineering 
school in France (INSA Toulouse), I had to do an 
internship as a worker for a month. I got the 
chance to join the Pfizer Company in one of its 
plants, in Sandwich, Kent, England. Close by 
Sandwich was a small hamlet called “Ham”, and a 
road sign would show the 2 places in the same di-
rection. This signboard had to be replaced every 2 
weeks (The reason? Some people liked to have a 
sign that read, “Ham-Sandwich”, in their kitchen), 
so the authorities had it removed. 

For this internship, I had to arrange for my accom-
modation and got in touch with Ronald, the owner 
of a house in Sandwich where he would frequently 
receive foreigners for short-term stays. When I 
reached the place, he showed me around the 

house. Gesturing towards a 
chair in one of the rooms, he 
said: 

“Have a seat, and see how com-
fortable it is.” 

I obliged, and as soon as I was 
seated, he continued: “This is 
my creation; this is made of hu-
man hair.”  

I did not remain seated for a 
long time on the chair and be-
gan to wonder about his sanity 
and whether I would be able to 
stay at his place for the follow-
ing weeks. But I was complete-
ly wrong; after a few days, he 
showed me all his work to 

prove that human hairs could easily replace glass 
fibers in composite materials, as it was almost as 
strong as carbon fiber, and could be collected from 
hair salons. He called this new material: Pilius X. 

However, the most impressive part was when I 
found out about his career and background. He 
started working at the age of 16, as a hair dresser 
in London. This was his job until 29 years later 
when luckily he landed the opportunity to work as 
a hair dresser for the movie, “Batman Begins”.  

Some of the costumes were made of composite 
materials, and glass fibers were used as a substi-
tute for human hair. Finding a few glass fibers on 
the ground, he took them and broke them easily 
with his fingers but saw that he couldn’t do the 
same with hairs. It was then that he was struck by 
the tremendous potential of human hair for use in 
applications requiring both strength and flexibility.  

This was how he was prompted to go to university 
where he managed to adapt to his batch-mates, 
who were almost 30 years younger than him, and 
got a first-class degree in Environmental Product 
Design. 

In Europe it is sometimes seen that engineers, 
“bored” with their work, switch to more practical 
jobs. In this case, surprisingly, it was the other 
way round.  

Ronald’s example also proved that we cannot rig-
idly divide the population into the “thinkers” and 
the “workers”. Everyone has the potential to dis-
cover and realize great things with the help of op-
portunities and motivation.  

I could see this kind of motivation in all the stu-
dents and faculty members at IISC, who, I am 
sure, will make many discoveries useful for the 
world. Therefore I wish everyone all the best for 
their future projects. 

Nathan is doing his Masters in INSA, Toulouse. 
He spent a semester in IISc last year, working with 
Dr. Narendra Dixit 

Nathan Preteseille  

Merci! 

The chair made by 
Ronald Thompson 

of human hair 

happy encounter 



In the domain of Indian Classical Music, one fre-
quently comes across musical compositions 
known as ragas. And that's about all that most of 
us are aware of. Well, that's exactly why I am writ-
ing the present article. As a student of Classical 
Music myself, I have often been mesmerized by 
the intricacies of music. Here I would like to en-
lighten such aspects that have amazed me over 
time. 

Firstly, there are seven tunes in the common oc-
tave. They can be modified, chosen by pure per-
mutation and combination to give virtually limit-
less possibilities of ragas. Each raga is backed by 
an intense theoretical description, which dictates 
how each note (or swara) should be used. Some 
pitches shall get more emphasis than others; some 
will be used in an ascending melody and another 
few in a descending melody; yet some others will 
be used in certain ornamentations. And these rules 
vary from one raga to the next. The number of 
possible ragas is possibly limitless and there are 
hundreds in common use. Moreover, scope exists 
for improvisation within the defined framework of 
each raga.  

Music is primarily divided into 10 "Thaats" or cat-
egories. Each such thaat is governed by specific 
rules which are common to each raga that ema-
nates from it (the mother thaat). Other than "sa" 
and "pa", all the remaining notes have two forms-
the "komal" or milder form (in case of "ma" it is 
called the "teevra" or extreme form) and the 
"shuddha" or pure form. The rules of Hindustani 
classical music state that "Two forms of the same 
swara cannot be simultaneously used in the same 
raga". The only exception to this rule is the raga 
Lalit. This is the main feature that distinguishes 
this genre of music from Carnatic Classical music, 
where both forms of a same swara may be used. 
With more complex ragas, the rules become even 

more complex and intricate as two ragas may have 
the same rules, however, the way in which they 
are sung are different. "Parmel Praveshak" ragas 
are the ragas which sound very similar to the par-
ent raga. Sometimes, what happens is that while 
singing one raga, one may unknowingly enter into 
another raga, due to the similarities between the 
two. One must be very careful to avoid such situa-
tions. For instance, raga Miya Malhaar and raga 
Darbaari Kanada are Parmel Praveshak to each 
other and it is the manner in which they are sung 
that helps in distinguishing them. While the sing-
ing of the former is energetic and vivacious, the 
latter is typically sung in a more idyllic mood. 

Each raga comes with a prescription for the appro-
priate time of singing it. The entire day being di-
vided into 4 prahars, each raga is typically associ-
ated with a specific prahar. This "singing time" is 
inherently bound to the overall effect of the raga 
on the listener. Early morning ragas like 
"Bhairav", upon singing, result in more "active" 
minds, while ragas like "Pooriyadhanashree" are 
sung in the evening, for they typically produce a 
"soporific and relaxing" effect on us, exactly what 
we need at the end of a strenuous day! Romantic 
ragas are typically sung at nightfall. It is notewor-
thy that our Indian ragas are defined by typical 
moods that one goes through in a day, something 
that is unique to Indian music and is also a reason 
for its mass-scale global appeal. Added to this are 
also "emotions" that ragas 
convey to the listener. 
While some inspire 
"bravery", some make us 
feel "mystified" while 
some make us feel 
"melancholic and pen-
sive". I am not going into 
the terminology because 
this is not a terrain many 
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are familiar with. But I literally feel amazed by the 
extent of description that goes into defining each 
classical raga. The "Sama Veda" gives explicit 
descriptions about all the ancient ragas. Also, 

some ragas have been 
created by maestros 
through the ages. Com-
mon examples include 
Priyadarshini and 
Jayjayanti.  
I end by observing that 
Indian classical music 
is very intricate and 
more deterministic than 
it actually seems to ap-
pear on the surface. Of-

ten, when we are at the crossroads or are confused, 
music comes to the rescue, acting as a vial of anti-

dote against the depression of life. It is indeed very 
painful to see that we Indians constantly need to 
look for favourites and musical choices from the 
Western world, whereas a rich heritage lies in 
plain sight, in Indian texts. If we are able to use 
even half of the knowledge in the Sama Veda, we 
can redefine Indian music, not necessarily Classi-
cal genre exclusively, and gift the Western world 
with something which would redefine the global 
perception of our music. 

Sourojeet is a 3rd year UG student of chemical 
engineering, in Jadavpur University. He interned 
in Prof. Jayant Modak’s Lab in the summer of 
2014. 

IISc is a peaceful green place. If 50% reservation is allotted to women 
in engineering disciplines, then it can also become a charming place. Me-
chanical Engineering students will dance like the villagers in the movie Lagaan 
(2001) did in the rains. There won’t be such dramatic scenes in our department 
because of the fear of faculty, but certainly the department will be transformed 
from a dead flower to an immortal pink rose. The lifestyles of our boys will also 
change. Our chairman won’t have to worry about latecomers as boys will become 
regular and punctual to impress the girls. Our department will also smell great 
not because of girls, but because boys will be using some severe AXE effects. 
Due to the high energy distraction, some of the boys will barely be able to com-
plete their degrees. The culture of High Teas will be replaced by Kitty Parties, 
which will at least improve students’ attendance in the many Colloquiums and 
Thesis Defence. To protect the makeup of the girls, we will require Air Condi-
tioners in our department. As it is hard to say ’no’ to girls, faculty will also agree 
to install A.C.’s. This reservation will also benefit our good-looking professors. 
Girls would prefer handsome professors for their guides and boys will just be 
following them. Our new chairman will be the one to get most of the benefits. In 
the future we might also have some female faculty in our department. Life in IISc 
will be as colourful as a lotus blossoming in the dull, lifeless waters of a pond, as 
girls will rock IISc. 

Kapil Newar 
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‘Thy necessity is yet greater than mine’ – Sir Philip 
Sidney said so, passed on the bottle of water to a fel-
low soldier and died with a smile on his parched lips.  
It was expected of a knight to give up everything for 
public good.  But today it’d be unrealistic to even 
hope that a leader – here a CEO for our reference – 
would readily surrender his accumulated knowledge 
to his successor, asked or unasked.  That is why the 
responsibility is divided – the outgoing CEO is com-
pensated financially during the transition, the con-
cerned organization stimulates interaction between 
outgoing and incoming CEOs and the incoming CEO 
is encouraged to extract the best of information from 
his predecessor.   

The last act of a great CEO should also be the first act 
of another great CEO. One ought to provide 
knowledge while the other ought to receive it.  Here 
both stand on an equal platform; the provider can’t 
feel superior; the receiver needn’t feel inferior. But 
human nature and emotions are complicated and elude 
definition or classification.  That is why, over the 
years, this topic is often discussed, analyzed and 
doubts raised in multicultural and multinational con-
texts.  In some countries selfishness is justified, in 
some tolerated, in some accepted with a whimper and 
in some considered outrageous. Sacrifice for their 
country comes naturally for the Japanese.  Take the 
workers who literally jumped to their death to stop the 
nuclear radiation after the devastating Fukushima dis-
aster. Take the Japanese commoner who returned one 
of the two blankets, he received mistakenly. For Indi-
ans everything is destiny. If they get it is good luck, if 
they don’t get it is bad luck.  For Americans and other 
capitalists amassing wealth is a virtuous sign.  In an-

other country it is a sin.  So, when we look at the 
isue of one CEO helping another CEO or one CEO 
accepting the help of another CEO, we get puzzled. 
Is it to be told that being human, one has to help an-
other even in deathbed? OR Shouldn’t it be part of 
the service rules that an outgoing officer has to leave 
behind his knowledge and experience as they belong 
to the company on whose payroll he has been? 

A good starting point would be to capture the prede-
cessor’s knowledge by taking advantage of the for-
mal succession process of the company and by initi-
ating meetings with the outgoing executive to know 
about the challenges, people and pitfalls.  Empathiz-
ing with the predecessor, soliciting input, extracting 
useful information, sharing plans for the future etc. 
are some of the ideas thrown to the newcomer.  Shar-
ing vital information without prejudice, without ego 
and without fear of losing importance is an essential 
attribute of a great CEO.  The new CEOs, in some 
cases want a complete break or don’t believe in the 
coloured picture presented to them by the predeces-
sor; they don’t want to work in the shadows of some-
body else; they think that they are replacing some-
body who has not delivered as per expectations; they 
don’t have time; or simply because they are confi-
dent that they can do it on their own.  

Here is where the organization can step in to keep 
the shareholders and employees happy by spelling 
out a formula for a smooth transition.  It has worked 
well with Intel where the baton was passed from 
Gordon Moore to Andy Grove to Craig Barrett to 
Paul Ottellini.  Mentoring is a cultural norm there. 
Giving the process the force of law, arranging the 

B A L A A J I  M A H A D E V A N
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meetings, publicly articulating the contribution of 
the outgoing executive, giving freedom of choice to 
the newcomer and endorsing the changes proposed 

are some of the things the company can do.  Giving 
a good financial package to the senior will make him 
morally obliged to reveal the secrets of his success. 
The outgoing CEO must be ready to share the stage 
with the successor leaving his ego behind.  Turning a 
deaf ear to the complaints about the successor, he 
has to be willing to leave some sure-to-succeed pro-
jects for the newcomer.  He has to offer sensitive 
advice discreetly.  Whereas the new CEO must be 
smart enough to get the maximum and then make a 
judicious choice of what fits in his agenda. 

If norms could be written in black and white, why is 
it that we have only a handful of great CEOs?  A 
great CEO is marked by integrity and love for hu-
manity.  Leave aside financial compensation and 
rewards.  Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was the 
greatest CEO – CEO of Congress party – only be-

cause he publicly confessed his mistakes, stood for 
truth, loved the Britishers though hated the British 
rule, possessed the moral courage to defy the guns 
and above all gave away the glory to his successors 
who celebrated August 15th 1947 in Delhi while he 
was in Naokali on that day amidst bloodshed and 
tears. The half-naked man did not get any reward in 
material terms but the billionaire CEOs have a lot to 
learn from him. 

Acknowledging failures and sharing reasons for such 
failures objectively is also an important factor.  
There can’t be 100% successful CEOs in the world.  
Somewhere, they might not have produced desired 
results, which nobody but them know of.  This in-
sight will assist the new CEO either to chart out new 
strategies or rectify the existing ones.  In some cases, 
the CEO could have been struck by a better option 
after the job was done; here he must be generous 
enough to impart this newly acquired wisdom to the 
successor. Good communication skills of an extro-
vert accentuate one’s generosity and benevolence. 

If the successor is from within the hierarchy, he will 
be familiar with the ambience of the organization.  
For him mentoring is possible over a long period of 
time and aligning of motives and resources takes less 
time.  Once the transition is smooth, the new CEO is 
free to explore avenues of change as the system is 
strong.  The organization can withstand a few jerks 
while turning to a new direction.  The former Soviet 
Premier Gorbachev would have been an excellent 
CEO of the organization called USSR, had the coun-
try been strongly united.  He had all the attributes of 
a great CEO, yet his genuine attempts to bring about 
resurgence failed because the organizational struc-

ture was weak and it collapsed unable to withstand 
the jerk brought out by perestroika / reformation.  If 

Intel has seen a succession of   exemplary CEO’s 
who have  graciously made way for their successors. 
The smooth transition was largely the result of  the 
company’s policies of  arranging for the two to meet 
and exchange ideas and visions. (Clockwise from 
left) Gordon Moore, Andy Grove, Craig Barrett, 
Paul Ottellini 

Mohandas Karam-
chand Gandhi was a 
selfless CEO of  the 
country. He gave his 
all for the good of  the 
nation but did not 
live to enjoy the fruit 
of  his labours as he 

was assassinated soon after India’s independence. 



the successor is an outsider, there is bound to be a 
delay in imbibing the culture of the company.  He 
may be quick to identify the tangible sources of sup-
port but what about the intangible beneficiaries, con-
tributors and sources? He needs intuition to find 
them out. He must initiate positive rapport with all 
employees to sort out individual shortcomings and 
collective shortcomings which in turn can be solved 
by holding a few brainstorming sessions.  To enable 
the new CEO to succeed, the company or the prede-
cessor should expose the weak and defective links in 
the organization.  This transparency is another vital 

requirement. 

The outgoing CEO should pre-
pare himself to make his exit 
gracefully.  He can play the role 
of the greatest mentor Lord 
Krishna, motivating Arjun to 
perform beyond belief, or the 
role of Bhishma, another men-

tor, who cherished his defeat at the hands of his 

mentee.   

A great CEO is one who makes himself dispensable. 

To everything there is a season 

A time to every purpose under heaven 

A time to rule, a time to sway, 

A time to earn, a time to cast away, 

A time to love, a time to rend, 

A time to give, a time to lend….. 

The last great act is to give away one’s wisdom with 
a smile.  It makes him a great CEO and an even 
greater HUMAN BEING. 

Balaaji is a 1st year M.E student, working in Prof. 
V. Kumaran’s Lab. 

“A great CEO 

is one who 
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dispensable’ 
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Many of us can secretly claim we are not tech sav-
vy, but there is no denying that we are living in the 
world of technology. And we (better learn to) 
breathe, eat and live with it. Flashing your newest 
phone seems passé now; the only question is what 
is better than the best? And the urge to own it be-
fore one’s peers is still a widespread feeling. 
Technology has indeed become a status symbol. 
Although the hype around ‘affordable Nano’ died 
down eventually, it did create quite a spur in the 
market. Motorola has gone ahead and released the 
affordable smart phone. Why do you think you 
hear Moto E/G everywhere? It is the best android 
phone at its price. 
As I Googled why Moto G is so popular, I was hit 
by two facts. One, we are Indians, we like things 
cheap. Two, it’s a technocratic world. Like every-
thing that has seen the face of the earth, advent of 
technology has its pros and cons. The pros are ga-
lore and I would rather not waste my words elabo-
rating them. What I do want to do is to shift your 
attention to things which you see every day and are 
somehow okay with it.  
As India woke up to General Elections 2014 and 
witnessed record voting, what caught my eye was 
how many people put their inked finger as their 
display pictures on various social platforms. It is 
rather strange how a headline on an established 
newspaper daily read ‘Ab ki baar, Internet ki Raj’ 
in response to Narendra Modi’s pulsating victory. 
That goes on to show how pivotal the social media 
was in connecting the political leader(s) with the 
denizens. From every mood swing to mammoth 
announcements, the social media has taken over. 
We like live tweets, status updates, live streaming 
of IPL and keep an eye out for every move of our 
beloved celebrities. We like sharing what encom-
passes our life and we want to know about every 
minute detail of our next door neighbor. Phew! The 
need for this is something my mind cannot fathom. 
Exactly what are we trying to achieve when we say 
“I am feeling low” as a status update on Facebook? 
This is in no way to ridicule that, but isn’t it more 
pragmatic to pick up a phone and speak to someone 
who can clear your mind? What is the burning need 
to tell the world what pajamas you wear when you 
go to bed? Doesn’t anyone feel invaded? Or is that 
lost in the paradise of technology? There is a myri-
ad of things which we so proudly acknowledge and 
even frown upon on being questioned. It might 
sound farfetched but a host of people are engrossed 
in proclaiming to the world that they are having a 

good time rather than actually 
enjoying the moment. How else 
would you explain Kim Kar-
dashian voraciously updating us 
about every miniscule wedding shop she did? I will 
assure you, we can survive without knowing what 
her wedding plans are. 
Some of us might still continue to argue that social 
media is innocuous. Is it still not stifling when our 
employers stalk our photo album or single us for 
what we have liked on social media? Umpteen 
numbers of cases have shown up where novices to 
the social media have been preyed on by creeps 
who used the profiles of imaginary people to be-
friend them. Thus finding everything about us, 
from where we shop to what we wore the other 
night to where we will be having your dinner to-
night. A recent report by On Device Research 
states that 1 in 10 people between ages 16 and 34 
have been turned down for a new job because of 
photos or comments on Facebook, Twitter,  Pinter-
est and a host of other social networking sites. Does 
it seem like ghastly injustice to you? Are you out-
raged how a seemingly harmless picture cost you 
your dream job? Indeed you might get the sympa-
thy vote, but it is rather disturbing to realize how 
much of yourself you are leaking willingly and un-
wittingly. The privacy settings are not often user-
friendly, making it plausible for an unlimited global 
audience to view your ‘personal information’, pho-
tos and statuses. And let us says even if your set-
tings are tight, the wider your friend circle the more 
impractical privacy becomes. 
Now you may wonder how you can avoid being 
victimized by the social media which we all so pas-
sionately love. The answer (un)fortunately lies in 
our hands and it isn’t so difficult. It would be fool-
hardy to shun social networking altogether; pres-
ence on the social media is vital in building your 
career, establishing a presence and still remains the 
easiest way to keep in touch. All I ask is for you to 
exert some level of control and a second of thought 
before you post something oin the spur of the mo-
ment. 
Let us enjoy the boon of social networking, with 
caution. Happy social networking! 
 
Shalini is a 3rd year UG student of Chemical Engi-
neering in NIT Surathkal. She interned in Dr. Nar-
endra Dixit’s lab in the summer of 2014. 
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It took John Milton ten books to write ‘Paradise 
Lost’, one of the greatest literary works of our 
times and we, the people of Kashmir, took exactly 
twice the amount of time to lose our Paradise. 
‘Paradise Lost’ is about the fall of man, about how 
Satan lured Adam and Eve to commit one sin, a 
sin that lead them being thrown out of Paradise. 
Kashmir has a lot in common with John Milton’s 
epic poem. It too is about the fall of man and more 
importantly, the fall of humanity and how a selfish 
few lured the people of Kashmir towards a state of 
perpetually simmering conflict. 
           Here I am going to draft a few facts about 
all the countries of the world which have been suf-
fering from the menace of terrorism and other con-
flicts in one form or the other taking Kashmir as a 
reference because being a Kashmiri it is easy for 
me to comprehend the scenario on ground. A look 
at what we have gained and lost in the last two 
decades will reveal that we lost 
some hundred thousand people, 
most of them dead and some still 
missing, an inherent part of our 
civilization in the form of Kash-
miri Pandits, tourists, good infra-
structure and may be scores of 
industries. We live with this fact 
every day.  What hurts more is 
what we got instead: countless 
number of widows, orphans, hun-
dreds of broken dreams and di-
minishing hopes, unemployment, 
corruption, no infrastructure, 
poor education system and politi-
cal instability. Clearly, the losses outweigh the 
gains. 
             A quick look at the education system of 
our state: one can’t but pity the students – the fu-
ture of our nation, and the building blocks of our 
society. Schools and Universities are meant to 
build your character, broaden your vision and gen-
erate for you endless possibilities to excel in your 
life. For reasons, both obvious and uncertain, this 
is not the case with the education system in Kash-
mir. Worthwhile quality education still remains a 
distant dream. The gap in the quality of education, 
teachers and facilities provided is so wide that a 
modern day Titanic can sink in it without a trace. 

It is not enough to 
make primary educa-
tion free in public 
schools but more 
importantly what we 
need is good infra-
structure, better op-
portunities and even 
better extra-
curricular activities. 
Higher education 
and research have suffered the most. Research is 
distantly associated with institutions such as Sher-
e-Kashmir Institute of Medical Sciences (SKIMS), 
Indian Institute of Integrative Medicine, Universi-
ty of Kashmir, Jammu University, National Insti-
tute of Technology (NIT), and Sher-e-Kashmir 
University of Agricultural Sciences and Technolo-
gy. What goes on in these institutions is highly 

questionable as the results do not 
meet the desired outcomes. 
There is hardly any good scien-
tific article in any of the reputed 
international peer-reviewed jour-
nals. It is disheartening for the 
youth as they have to (often) 
venture out to other states of In-
dia or foreign countries to get 
quality education. This is a prob-
lem with serious consequences 
and the effects can already be 
felt. No wonder we don’t have 
Albert Einstein’s and Isaac New-
ton’s in our labs. And those who 

show signs of being someone tomorrow, leave for 
foreign lands that offer better infrastructure and 
career growth, better standard of living and peace, 
never to return. This all is despite the fact that an-
cient Kashmir was considered as the centre of art 
and literature in Asia and many literary festivals 
were organized in Kashmir, mostly during the Ve-
dic era, in which scholars from all over the world 
used to participate, and despite the fact that people 
from Kashmir have proven their mettle in every 
field all over the world, may it be science, law, 
business, literature, medicine or politics. 
            To add to the woes of our education system 
are frequent ‘strikes’ and the ‘bandhs’ that have 
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“...what we need is good 
infrastructure, better op-
portunities and extra-
curricular activities. High-
er education and research 
have suffered most.” 

“...youth often...leave for 
foreign lands [in search 
of] better infrastructure 
and career growth…
[often] never to return…” 

become something of a norm. 1990 is still infa-
mous as the year when no exams were held and 
everyone was passed just because there was no 
way any exams could be held. These circumstanc-
es often lead to even shorter academic years as if 
three-month winter breaks, two-week summer 
breaks and numerous national and regional holi-
days were not already enough. “An idle brain is 
the devil’s workshop”, and when you have nothing 
to do, you have time for everything else. 
            The young people have no reference or 
recollection of co-existence, communal harmony, 
and the diversity of people in the region and 
their histories. Their reference is the current 
external reality of polarised communities, 
social apathy, decadence of values, a divi-
sive polity, anger and aggressiveness. It be-
comes a vicious cycle of ignorance, vio-
lence, anger, hatred, despair and response 
that impacts relationships, both politically 
and socially. This creates an opportunity for 
the exploitation of certain groups and indi-
viduals for political purposes. A growing 
number of young people in the conflict-
ridden areas like Kashmir are suffering from 
emotional despair, low self-esteem, a lack of 
cultural connectivity and a loss of values. They are 
angry at their situation and susceptible to the over-
tures of political groups that hope to profit from 
their situation. If the current negative attitudes that 
pervade these societies are not dealt with and 
brought to the foreground to be explored and miti-
gated, many fear the situation will worsen. One 
answer to this turmoil may lie in the education 
system, where current teaching methods can be 
supplemented with peace-driven initiatives. 
             The goal of increasing public awareness is 
extremely important in any conflict. Because prej-
udices are so deeply ingrained in the societies in 
question, problems will persist unless changes are 
done to identify issues that lie at the heart of this 
conflict. For this purpose, research, training and 
education play important roles. Education is an 
essential tool in the process of reconciliation be-
cause it is a truly long-term investment. Educa-
tional material and practices have long been used 
to perpetuate misconstrued notions of the 'other', 
teaching people to believe that the 'other' is their 
enemy. But they can just as easily be used to 
spread realistic and positive images of the 'other'. 
Hence, ensuring that history and civics textbooks, 
for instance, present accurate information - not just 
in terms of history but also in terms of introducing 
students to the ordinary aspects of life in the other 
countries so that the people become more relatable 
- and improving teacher training, so that teachers 

can encourage critical thinking rather than mere 
rote learning, are integral to any peace process. 
These efforts will ensure that children are social-
ized to approach conflicts with a more nuanced 
idea of what the issues are and the ability to see 
the resolution of conflicts arising from more than 
mere ceasefires and a winner-take-all scenario. 
Moreover, education raises consciousness and ex-
poses people to different points of view in a con-
structive manner. Simply providing people with 
alternative perspectives, though difficult for some 
to accept at first, can create a space for re-

evaluating ingrained beliefs. We 
must show potential terrorists that 
there is a better way to engage with 
the world. This is the new struggle 
of the 21st century. We will not win 
it unless we fight its root causes as 
well as its ghastly consequences. 
              Today, in an arc that 
stretches from the Far East through 
the Middle East to the streets of cit-
ies in Europe and the U.S., we face a 
scourge that has taken innocent 
lives, scarred communities and de-
stabilized countries. It is a threat that 

is constantly evolving, growing and mutating to 
counter our fight against it. The extremists propa-
gating this violence have networks to reach out to 
young people and know the power of education, 
whether formal or informal. The debate over secu-
rity has understandably often focused on the con-
sequences. After an attack, states consider imme-
diate security measures. Terrorists are hunted 
down. Then we get back to our daily lives, until 
the next time it happens. But lasting change is con-
tingent on dealing with the root causes of extrem-
ism. Politics, of course, plays its part. And the ex-
tremists are good at jumping on the back of politi-
cal grievances. But the soil in which they plant the 
seeds of hate is fertilized with ignorance. That is 
why we need to start thinking of education as a 
security issue. 
            Globalization is intensifying and multiply-
ing this extremism. Not limited by borders, it can 
spring up anywhere. We are more connected now 
than at any point in human history, and more peo-
ple come into contact with those who are different 
from them. So the need to respect a neighbour who 
is not like you is much greater. At the same time, 
however, the scope to identify him or her as an 
enemy is also greater. That is why education in the 
21st century is a security issue for all of us. The 
challenge is to show young people who are vulner-
able to appeals from terrorists that there is a better 
path to having their voice heard, a more meaning-

“Education is an es-
sential tool in the 
process of reconcilia-
tion. Educational ma-
terial [has] long been 
used to...teach peo-
ple...that the 'other' is 
their enemy. But they 
can...be used to 
spread realistic and 
positive images of 
the 'other' [as well].” 



The Nava-Swatantra revolution  T

steps. It is time to learn and educate ourselves and 
others around us about how to be good human be-
ings and responsible citizens. It is time to say no to 
violence. It is time for building peace. It is time to 
stop blaming each other and start taking responsi-
bilities for our actions. It is time for inculcating 
scientific mindsets and human values. It is time to 
take that first step we always wanted to but waited 
for others to make the first move. It is time to be 
the change we all have been hoping for. IT IS 
TIME! 
 
Anayat is a Junior Research Fellow in Dr. Rahul 
Roy’s Lab. 

With the results of general elections out, I believe, the time is apt for explaining my 
reasons for obsessing with this change. I would use the CEA Magazine as a platform 
for expressing my jubilation, happiness and relief after the results were announced. I 
will explain why we, the “active campus nationalists”, took this opportunity for change 
so seriously and why this opportunity was so crucial that we took it as a “do or die” 
situation. The reasons are as follows:  

The ruling coalition had so irrevocably infused corruption into the society that every-
one started believing that bribing was a governmental protocol and no work was possible without corrup-
tion. 

Owing primarily to this corruption, the wealth came to be unequally distributed among the population. 
This resulted in high purchasing power in the hands of a few and this in turn pushed the retail inflation 
index up and the vicious cycle continued. Even the RBI failed to stem the rising inflation. Now we real-
ize why the beneficiaries of corruption were never worried when the price of tur dal price shot up from 
Rs 25 /kg to Rs 80 /kg: because they scaled their “corruption pay” up by the same extent. E.g. if a gov-
ernment clerk used to take say Rs 500 to process a file, now he takes Rs 1000 to do the same.   

The last and most important reason lies in India’s ongoing economic phase. Currently, the majority of 
India’s population is in the productive age group. This period is referred to as the demographic dividend, 
lasts only for a few decades and recurs only after a hiatus of many decades. This is the period in which 
any economy can propel itself with an accelerated growth rate by putting appropriate policies in place. 
E.g. the US experienced this phase in the 1960s, Japan in the 1980s and, Singapore and Indonesia in the 
1990s. All of these countries seized upon the opportunity and have now reached the hall of prosperity. If 
we lose this crucial time to corruption, inflation, and policy paralysis, a growth spurt will not be possible 
for many decades until the next cycle of demographic dividend kicks in.  

I hope I was able to bring out how crucial the timing for change was! There is always the risk that 
“position & power” may corrupt the figures we look up to now, but looking at the impact of the model 
presented by the man-of-the-moment in Gujarat, the risk was worth taking. Having accomplished this 
mission, we the “active campus nationalists” will plunge into our work to fulfill our individual dreams 
and now if we fail, we cannot blame it on a poor system.  

Chaiwallah  

ful way to engage with the world. We need to mo-
bilize to defeat extremism. And we need to act 
globally. All governments must take their respon-
sibility to educate young people to accept and re-
spect people of different faiths and cultures, seri-
ously. It is up to all of us to show people that we 
have a better idea than the extremists have: to 
learn from each other and live with each other. 
And this needs to be a core part of young people's 
education. 
            It is time to rise above politics, religion and 
petty differences and work toward building a bet-
ter world. It is time for social and moral awaken-
ing, time to make amends for all previous mis-

campus nationalism 

 

ing utmost noise to the public outside the theater. 

*** 

At Leelavati Hospital, Bombay 

Second floor, fourth ward third room 

Ajay Bharadwaj’s 18 year-old daughter said ‘ye 
juice le lo pappa’ and handed the glass to him. 
Ajay Bharadwaj who was deep in thought, came to 
his senses when he saw his daughter giving him 
the glass. With the morning glare of sun rays set-
tling on her, she was shining like an aureate leaf. 
Her innocent looks which embedded with love 
made him glad and comfortable. Her mother 
passed away when she was an infant, and from 
that time her father was her world and so does the 
father feels. She was unable to see her father in 
that state.  

 “abhi aunga pappa.. Juice peekey soo 
jaana...”  

 She kissed her father’s forehead lovingly and 
went outside. He thought to himself “How will I 
stay alone after she gets married??” 

That was the bond shared by her father and her. 
He felt proud seeing her speak to him gently like a 
grown-up girl. 

“How are you feeling now, officer??” asked a doc-
tor who just stepped in with his surgical mask tied 
to his face, which probably says that he came di-
rectly from an operation theater. 

“Feeling somewhat better today, doctor.” said 
Ajay bringing the glass of juice closer to his 
mouth. 

While Ajay was drinking his juice, the doctor in-
jected 2 ml of a liquid in the saline bottle. 

 “It is a sedative. Take some rest. You can leave 
tomorrow.” said the doctor and left. The doctor 
removed his white coat as his duty for the day was 
over and walked towards the exit. On the way 
down the passage, he took out his phone and 
called someone. He started the bike and was about 

On the busy streets of Kukatpally, there is a thea-
ter which is much busier when a new movie is be-
ing shown on its large silver screen. Although 
Brahmaramba theater is not a multiplex, it is sure-
ly crowded by the standards of a movie theater. 
Super Star Mahesh Babu’s Pokkiri is making co-
lossal profits at every box office. But something 
crazy and eerie happened on that day at this partic-
ular theater. 

 The hot and raging sun is tormenting the 
people outside but the breeze from the air condi-
tioners is helping people inside the theater to be at 
calm.  

 On the screen, the hero kills the villain by 
driving a bullet into his lower abdomen. Following 
this spectacular and stupendous scene, the hero 
spurted out his words in a heroic accent. 

 ‘Epudu vachamanadi kadannaya…..bullet 
diginda leda!!!’ 

 The crowd which was silent till then started 
screaming out of sheer joy when the hero was per-
forming at his best in this particular scene. The 
crowd which was cheering over the demise of the 
villain did not notice the sound that came from the 
corner of the balcony. If at all they had noticed 
what was happening around them, they would 
have gone dumbstruck.  

 The crowd was busy watching the film. A 
person stood up with his phone in his right hand 
and started walking towards the exit. He opened 
the door, when suddenly a ray of light fell through 
the gaps of the opening. A person, who was sitting 
diagonally opposite the door, reluctantly covered 
his eyes with his fingers. Through the gaps be-
tween his fingers, he could see something shiny 
tucked between his trousers and his lower back. 
He ignored it and got back to watching the movie. 
He would have been terrified had he noticed that it 
was a brand new GP-35 hi power revolver. 

 The person walked to his Royal Enfield and 
started it and fled from the place in seconds, creat-

Srinivas D.Y. 

OR 



Sir apka ye bottle gir gaya

Abhi aa raha hu

ona math.. D yan se pahara karna..!.. 
Samjhe.



you are sleeping now… you are sleeping 
now…

This story was originally written in Telugu by 
Srinivas D Y, a 1st year M.E student, working in 
Prof. Sanjeev K Gupte’s Lab. It has been translat-
ed to English by Guru Raja D (Aerospace Engg.).  



I do read a great deal, particularly stuff which enlightens me. 
And being a thrifty self, I never throw away money on books 
which I neither have the confidence to run till the finale, nor 
have I substantial peer assurance of it being worth every 
dime I pay. One day, while searching for a way of egress 
from my boredom, I indecisively entered a bookstore. Alt-
hough it was completely vague, I tried to sophisticate my 
random walk to avoid looking like a prankster to the grumpy 
shopkeeper. And in a flash, my eyes turned to a small stack 
of black-coloured books, with a yellow chicken on the co-
vers. It read, 'What is Life?' The first thought that struck my 
mind was, 'Is it so easy to answer one of mankind's most 
mystifying questions in barely two hundred pages, and that 
too, of the size of a palm?' At the top of the spine was writ-
ten, 'Schrodinger'. My mind paused for a moment, and I 
opened the book in excitement, banishing all my presump-
tions and trivial judgements. 

As a common practice, I began by glancing at the preface to 
get an overview of the whereabouts this book has been writ-
ten to lead the reader to. It was commonplace for authors to start by introducing the events and thoughts 
that provided the inspiration, the struggle, the ups and downs that they faced in the process of writing the 
volume and a final thanksgiving note to their dearest. Instead, he opened with a striking statement that 
'man's wisdom is to meditate not on death, but on life'. In the next few lines of the minimal one-page 
preface, he sets down, clearly and concisely, the genuine attempts of a physicist to unravel the subtle 
mysteries of life confronted by a layman. It was such a power-packed and inspiring read that I was urged 
to have it without further ado. I started to go through it the very moment after I got hold of my copy. He 
started by tackling the usual questions that one might think of, like, the atoms being so small and Brown-
ian motion, in a very radical and compelling manner and slowly, he moved to subtler concepts of heredi-
ty and the mechanisms by which it works. And in the later part of the book, he delved into contentious 
topics like 'Science and Religion' and concluded without dwelling on the sensitive aspects. 

These short essays investigated the relationships which have eluded and puzzled philosophers since the 
ancient ages. Above all, modesty and humility pervaded the whole book, which left me, in the end, feel-
ing thrilled and satisfied for having decoded some of the puzzles that have been rumbling in my mind 
and with the contentment of having gained a genuinely new understanding about the mysterious world 
which we live in. It is a must-read for all those who are searching for answers to the most dazzling ques-
tions of life. This gem of a book is written in such a way that it will make you read it in a few hours, but 
the insights are so profound that you will never forget it. It is a one-of-a-kind book and definitely worth 
rereading. 

Vemparala Bharadwaj is in his 3rd year of chemical engineering at NIT Trichy. He interned in Prof. 
Giridhar Madras’s lab in the summer of 2014. 

What a life! 
 V e mp a r a l a  B ha r adw a j  

BOOK REVIEW 

One of the pleasantest things in the world is going 
a journey; that I like to do myself.  I can enjoy so-
ciety in a room; but out of doors motor cars and 
bullock carts are company for me.  I am never less 
alone than when alone on a street. 

“The road ahead is my study, buses my book.” 

I cannot see the wit of walking and talking at the 
same time.  When I am on the road, I become like 
any machine on the road.  I am not criticizing the 
dogs, pigs, cows and bulls.  I just wonder whether 
they too are machine-driven.  When they give 
company, why should I yearn for human compa-
ny?  I like solitude, when I give myself up to it, for 
the sake of solitude; nor do I ask for 

“A friend in my retreat 
Whom I may nod at   

And cause an accident” 

But this looks like a breach of manners, a neglect 
of others, but you are thinking all the time of your 
safe passage.  “Out upon such half-faced fellow-
ship”, say I.  Let me not face a friend on my way. 

The soul of a journey is liberty, perfect liberty, 
they say.  But I face all impediments and incon-
veniences on a road.  The walker’s way being oc-
cupied by hawkers, I turn to the busy motor lane 
of the road.  I get an island of peace where cows 
lie in the middle of the road blissfully munching 

posters oblivious of the chaos caused.  Ignorance 
is bliss!  Watch ahead, Jump over the gutter, bal-
ance yourself on the median, find an escape route 
among the speeding vehicles.  I don’t turn back, 
don’t smile at familiar faces, don’t shake hands, 
don’t even nod; I become a saint with a steady 
mind, a detached soul with a constant purpose and 
a supreme being emerging unscathed at every turn. 

I excuse myself from worries for a while, without 
feeling at a loss, the moment I step on the road.  I 
have a purpose.  Let me fulfill it.  I am not Cole-
ridge, who could go on in the most delightful, ex-
planatory way over hill and dale a summer’s day, 
and convert a landscape into a didactic poem or a 
Pindaric ode.  I am only an ordinary citizen of In-
dia unfortunately living in 
a city.  Yet will I turn to 
Thee in authority in Hope; 
Thou shall bring order on 
the roads and we shall 
keep ourselves intact.  

 

Balaaji is a 1st year M.E. 
student, working in Prof. 
V. Kumaran’s Lab. 

On Going a Journey  

– With Due Apologies to Hazlitt 

a street -walker ’s  woes  

William Hazlitt, an 
English writer (1778-
1830), wrote an essay 
on the same title de-
scribing the pleasures 
of undertaking a jour-
ney alone. This is a 
modern, Indianized 
version of the same 
and describes the 
plight of a person who 
tries to navigate the 
’busy’ roads of India. 



The theory of natural selection, as proposed by 
Charles Darwin in the last century, has been a sub-
ject of frequent controversy since the days of its 
enunciation. Evolutionary biologists have been 
unable to account for the following hard facts, 
which seem to go against this classical theory. My 
attempt here, is not to stir up controversy, but ra-
ther to present a holistic outlook towards the sub-
ject matter.  

A demerit of Darwin's theory is that evolution has 
never been observed, as such fossil links like the 
Archaeopteryx have been the centre for controver-
sy for decades. A very impressing counter theory 
is that of the Aquatic Ape Hypothesis (AAH) 
which states that humans spent quite a lot of time 
adapting to a semi-aquatic exist-
ence, post the Ice Age. Contradicto-
ry to the Darwinian theory, the the-
ory states that primates spent much 
time adapting to a terrestrial envi-
ronment, as opposed to an arboreal 
one. The AAH is one of the many 
hypotheses attempting to explain 
anthropogenic evolution by a single 
causal mechanism, but is unsup-
ported by paleontological evidence. 
However, several arguments favour 
the AAH. One of such arguments is 
the fact that humans have a bigger 
brain size than their ancestral hominids. The 
"Human Encephalization Quotient", a parameter 
describing the size and complexity of the brain of 
a species, is the highest for man (7.4-7.8), fol-
lowed by whales and dolphins (4.14) whereas, pri-
mates have values ranging from 2.1 to 2.4. This 
argument is bolstered by the fact that aquatic bod-
ies are low-gravity environments, where gravita-
tional magnitude is lessened, due to counteracting 
upthrust. On land, gravity restricts mammals from 
achieving humongous dimensions, lest they get 
crushed under their own weight. Consequently, 
aquatic mammals are typically bigger in dimen-
sions and brain sizes, whereas grassland mammals 
stagnate in brain development. A team led by Ca-

nadian biochemist Stephen Cunnane has stated 
that developing and maintaining a healthy human 
brain is heavily dependent on a key series of mi-
cronutrients, notably docosahexaenoic acid DHA 
(an Omega 3 fatty acid) and iodide ions, both 
abundantly found in water. Why should we base 
our opinions principled on the Occam’s razor? Is 
parsimony the final guiding parameter as to the 
validation of a proposed hypothesis and is it al-
ways that the simplest model has to be the most 
tenable one? Does Nature really operates in the 
shortest way possible and may there not be alter-
nate routes of our existence? 

In the Geological or the Evolutionary Time-Scale, 
no fossils exist in the Precambrian period and in 

the Cambrian Period, there is a 
sudden appearance, virtually an 
explosion of complex animals. 
Common fossils of this period 
include the Ammonite (extinct 
marine mollusc belonging to the 
class Cephalopoda) and the Trilo-
bite (a kind of extinct marine Ar-
thropod). Considering the Trilo-
bite, it had flippers and complex 
eyes (ommatidium) observed in 
modern-day insects. If evolution 
did indeed occur by natural selec-
tion, we should indeed have half-

formed stages of such organisms with less com-
plex eyes as fossils. Paleontological evidence can-
not support this claim which then questions our 
intuitive understanding of what we mean when we 
say "Natural Selection". As per evolution, a new 
species will not appear overnight, but must evolve 
from simpler species. The FARM gap is another 
instance to corroborate this. What this means is 
this there is no intermediate fossil links between 
Fishes (F) and Amphibians (A) and Reptiles (R) to 
Mammals (M). It's almost as if these creatures de-
veloped overnight and got incorporated in the Eco-
logical Column.  

As for Archaeopteryx, it did have dinosaur fea-
tures, notably- teeth in beak, a long bony tail and 

The Unsettling Aspects of Evolution 


tion was at work, then why would a creature who 
had mastered terrestrial living return to an aquatic 
habitat? Even if that is assumed, dissatisfactory 
and incomplete fossil links exist to corroborate it. 

Only the first two species have fossil records, the 
rest is mere speculation based on the similarities. 
In the November 2001 issue of the National Geo-
graphical magazine, the artist replaced the small 
hoofs of the Ambulocetus with claws and webbed 
feet to convince the reader that it was well on its 
way to becoming adapted to an aquatic environ-
ment. All specimens can vary a little in selection 
but there is obviously a limit, too much variation 
would compromise fitness that could lead to 
eventual extermination of the species. The breed-
ing variation "speculatively extrapolated" by Dar-
win to suggest the possibilities of new species 
was much more than the breeding limit of a spe-
cies as seen by both natural and artificial means. 
In spite of being fully aware, Darwin wrote on his 
book "On the Origin of Species" that "It is rash to 
assert that a limit has been attained in any one 
case of species evolution".  

Why are we then, so hell bent on presuming that 
everything was as per the Darwinian theory? Is 
there not a teeny-tiny bit of chance that we were 
maybe, a bit wrong? And this is corroborated by 
the fact that not all animal evolution can be suc-
cessfully explained by evolution. Or maybe we're 
entirely wrong and that evolution was just a faux-
pas of human intellect? Maybe all creatures did 
appear all at once, and historical, mythological 
and evolutionary evi-
dence does point to 
that possibility. Per-
haps we will never 
know. But we as hu-
mans could at least 
cease to be arrogant 
and learn to accept 
alternatives, especial-
ly when the evidences 
are really compelling. 
The day we accept 
that our explanations 
and theories have limitations will be the day we 
will actually become a better species-and I'm hop-
ing that will come about by forces other than of 
natural selection! 

hooks on the edge of wings. But it had wings with 
modern flight feathers, like birds and herein lies 
the discrepancy. Feathers, as per evolutionists, 
have developed from the scales of reptiles, but we 
haven't found fossil evidence suggesting a gradual 
transition between the two! Typically, a feather is 
a complex structure. The vane has fine filaments 
of barbs and barbules, hooking up to form an light, 
airtight membrane. How can such a structure de-
velop from scales and have no fossil remnants?  
It's as if fossilization stopped every time transition 
occurred from one class of vertebrates to another. 
Take another modern-day example: the duck billed 
platypus showing both oviparous (lays eggs) and 
viviparous (mammal-like) characteristics. No track 
record of its ancestors or related prehistoric spe-
cies have ever been found. The next argument 
which I cite is known as the "Equus Contradic-
tion" of evolution. The modern-day horse is said to 
have evolved through the following stages: 

Needless to say, due to running, finally modern 
horse has one toe, rather the hoof made of one 

bone called the cannon bone. However, natural 
selection would imply that as the running require-
ments became overpowering, the lumbar vertebrae 
would increase. Why does it then decrease, then 
increase and then again decrease? I mean, clearly 
natural selection was what the final purpose was. 
Why then this disturbing trend? Something which 
evolutionary biologists intentionally hush up. Ac-
cording to evolutionists, it took some 208 million 
years for every variety of evolve from the Jurassic 
era. But, it seems that it took one-third of this time 
merely to modify the hoof of the modern day 
horse. It seems that something is seriously very 
wrong with the evolutionary time-scale. A similar 
controversy arises when we try to explain the evo-
lution of whales. 

Whales suckle their young, but live in the sea. It is 
said that a distant ancestor of the whale, a mammal 
on land, returned to water. Firstly, if natural selec-

Time Period Ancestor No. of 
toes 

Lumbar 
Vertebrae 

Eocene Eohippus 
Orohippus 

4 
3 

18 
15 

Oligocene Mesohippus 3 - 

Miocene Merychip-
pus 3 - 

Pliocene Pliohippus 1 19 

Pleistocene Equus 1 17-18 



I have always wanted to tell a story, a story that would both be interesting and profound so the reader 
can be lost in its depth of thought or its fictional charm. 

This isn’t the first time I am committing myself to writing seriously; I had earlier written stories sur-
rounding my experiences during the several trips I have undertaken in the past. This time around, I 
thought I would write a scientific article on my area of research. But it didn’t feel right, I felt I didn’t 
know enough about the problem and the work that had already been done to understand it, to write 
about it authoritatively. So I decided to write on my research only after doing a more exhaustive liter-
ature survey. 

Then I thought it might be a good idea to write about my PhD interview at IISc. But again, though it 
was a very important event in my life, I felt it would be too early to look back on that day. 

The next thing that came to my mind was swimming and I quickly sat down to write about this par-
ticular incident in my early days as a swimmer. But soon after, I had the feeling that I would bore all 
my friends and acquaintances with yet another of my swimming experiences. And thus, this idea too 
was abandoned. 

I then thought I could write my story around an ethical issue. The decadent moral values of the youth 
in our society had time and again disturbed me since long and this, I felt, would be the perfect oppor-
tunity to voice my thoughts on the issue. But very soon, I realized that I wasn’t very experienced or 
mature to enunciate moral commandments as I found myself faced with ethical conundrums often. 

After a string of failed attempts at writing a story, I was feeling very low and depressed when sud-
denly I was struck by the idea of writing an inspiring story. But it too sounded drab and boring. I 
wanted something different, away from the routine and the mundane. 

I tried to think clearly but the stories that flooded my mind all revolved around myself. This led me to 
consider writing about someone other than me. But most of the stories about other people that I could 
think of did not have a conclusion. 

I wanted a story that would be dream-like and engaging which would captivate the reader and hold 
him in a trance but I wasn’t able to find such a story despite trying very hard. 

So, bottomline? I am yet to find the perfect, dream-like story. 

Subhasish Baral is a PhD student with Dr. Narendar Dixit and Dr. Rahul Roy. 

Searching for a Story 

Subhasish Baral 
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lyrical musings  

Plenty are societal needs 

answers affordable is the need. 

Old ChE brought many a solution 

by setting some methods in motion. 

Based they were on wizened experience 

but, a pity they were full of empiricism. 

Many a formulae one had to mug 

since there appeared no method to hug. 

Out flew Bird, with a span so great, 

accompanied by Stewart and Lightfoot, 

note there  is always a triumvirate, 

brought unity and order with Phenomena Transport. 

It was a Kuhnian revolution 

that swept the entire profession. 

Profession, taller it stood with perspective no less, 

to unify with new neighbours borderless, 

ever more confident to play its rightful role 

to give clean air, water and food for all. 

The seminal book 

‘Transport Phe-

nomena’ by R. 

Byron Bird, W.E. 

Stewart, and R.N. 

Lightfoot, estab-

lished the frame-

work for teaching transport phenomena 

in the undergraduate and graduate level 

and continues to enjoy immense populari-

ty even today. The three greats are re-

ferred to as the ‘triumvirate’ here. Bird 

recently celebrated his 90th birthday this 

year on February 5. This poem was 

penned in his honour and was originally 

published on his website 

(www.engr.wisc.edu/cbe/bird-birthday-

symposium-banquet.html) 

An Ode to Professor Bird Dr. K.S. Gandhi 
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ब टो टोो हमार  ाार शाम ाााममा बाहर हहरहर खेलने ललनने जातीत  ती  
बा रश 

ब
ररशश म 

टोब ट
ममममम छपछछ  -

मामहमाारह
छछपपपपछपछप छप 

मर शाााामाार
छछछछपपपपछपछपछछ करत े

हरम ाहबाहहह
रररततेरतेत कागज़ 

लखलखल
गगज़गज़ज़गज़ क  

न जालललन
कककक नाव 

ाताजाततीजा
नानाववावाववववावावनाना बहातीतततत  तीती  

खल खलातीत , 
शश मम छबा रा ररररशरश

ती मु कुराती 
छछछपपछप ---------------छ
ाताततीततीतीतीतीतीतीती और 

रररररककरकरररछछपछपछ कछछछ
औऔरऔरऔऔररऔरऔऔऔऔऔऔ अपनी 

रररतरतत ााककाक
पननीनीनीी छोट  

कागगज़ज़गज़ कककका
ोोोटटट बेहेनहेहे   

क न
नहननहनहन के 

वव बहननाावावना
कककककेकेककेकेककेके साथ 

ह तहातहहहबह तततीहबह
ाासासाथथाथाथाा ठहाके ााककाकेककाकेाके लगातीत  ती  ल खल

ना 
खलातलाततततती
नाना कोई 

ककुततीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीी,, मममुुममतती
कोको

ुु
ईोईईोईईोोकोको उसको 

कुररारकक तातततीतीती
क
ु
कोो फ़  

पअअपीी औऔऔऔऔरऔरऔरऔऔऔऔऔ अअी
फ़फ़फ़फ़फ़फ़फ़फ़फ़ सतातीततत , 

पपपपपननी
ततीततीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीी बस 

बहोोछोोोोटटछ
बबससससससससबसबस म ती 

हहहहहबहहहहहहन
तततततीतीतीतीीीीी म 
ननन क
ीीीी ममममममममममम वो 

थथससााससााथाकककक ससक
ववोोोोवोवोवोवोवो उड़ती 

कक गगलगथ हहाहहठहठहााक
ड़तड़तड़ततीतीतीी जातीततत  ततीती  ततीतीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीी,, बबसससससबस

 
छोट  ोोट पर परररपर पानी नाननीी फेक फकककफक करक , ररकर उससे ससेसससे बच बचचचबच दौड़ी ौड़ीीौड़ौड़ चल  लललल जातीती  ती  छोो
उससे 
ोोट पपपर
सससससेससेस छुप 

र पाररपर
छछछछपपपपपपपपपपपछछछछ छुप 

नी फाानानन
छछछछछछपपपपपपपपछछछछ कर 

ककफफफक
ककररररररररकककरकरकर ना 

करररररररररररररररररररररररकर,क कक
ननाााााााााानानाा जाने 

ससससउसउससससससस
ााजाजाननानेननानेाा कस 

सस बबचचचबचस
कककककसकसससससस गल  

दौौौड़ौड़द
गलगललललल म 

चलललललड़ी च
मममममममम पहुच 

तीतीील ाताजातल
हहहहहहचचचचहहहह जातीतततत  ततीती  ससससससससस छछुछुछु

शाम 
पछपपपपछ छुछुछछछुपपपछ

ाा
ुुु

ममामममामा ढलने 
नाप ककरररररररककर नन

लललनेलनेननेनेनेन लगीगगगग , 
ाााना ज
ीगीीगीगी ये 

नानजाजाजााा
ययययेयेयययेयेययये सोच 

ककककसकसस
सोसोोचोचचचचोो अब 

गलगसस ग
अअबबबबबबअबअब वो 

हहहपपहपहुुहहहहुुहहुचह ााजाजमलगललगललललल
ववोोोोवोवववोव घबराती

ु
तत  तीती  

वापसी 
शश

ससससीी का 
ढलढलढलम ढढढशशशााामाम

कााााााककाका रा ता 
ललललललललनन ललललग
ततततततााताा ढूंढ़ने 

गललगगगीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीगीीीीीीीीीीीललग
ढ़ढ़ढ़ढ़ढ़ढ़ढ़ढ़नढ़ढ़ढ़नढ़ढ़ननेढ़नेन के 

यय ससोीीीीीीीीीीीीीी,, ययय
ककककेकेकेक लएलललल , 

ससोोचचचो अअअअअअ
एएएएएएएएएएएएएएएएएलएलएलए,, यहाँ 

बबअअब ववोवअअ
ययहहााहहाँाँहहयहयहहयहयह वहाँ 

ररारबरबबघबोवो
ववहहााहाँाँहहहहवहवहवह नज़र 

र तराातातततती
ज़ज़ज़रज़ररज़ररर दौड़ातीत  ती  क लललललललएएएएएएएएएलएएएएएएएएएएएएएएएएएलए,,

 
रा ता तताा नज़र ज़ज़रआने आआनआनेआ पर परररपर वो वोोवोो बाहर हहररहर के केक लए ललएएलल कदम ददमम बढ़ातीत  ती  रा
पर 
ा तता
पपररररर चार 

आआआआनआज़ज़नज़ज़ज़ररन
चचारारााचाचा अनजान 

ववोन पपररपर
जाजाानाननन शकले 

ोोोोवोो बाबा
ककललेकलेलेलकलेकल उसे 

क लहरहर काहाहााहहहहहह
उउससेससेसेसेउउसउस सामने 

लललएलल
मममनमनननेनेनेननेनेने से 

ददकदए क
ननन ससेसेस घूर  

ढ़ातढ़ढ़ ततीम बढ़दददम
घघघररररररघघघघ जातीत  तीतीी  पपपर

वो 
रररपरर चच राराचा

ववोवोवोो डरतीतत , 
जजाजजाानन शशनजनअअन

तीती घबरातीतीती,  
लललकककशशकशकलकल

तीतीतीती फर 
लल उउउउससससउसउउसउ
फफफरफरररररफफ तज़ेी 

ससाससस
ज़ज़ज़ज़ीज़ीज़ीीज़ज़ से 

ससननन ससामामाममनन
सेसेससेस कदम 

ताताताजाततततीसस घघूघूघघूूररररररघघूू ज
दद

ूूूू
मदममदमदममममम बढ़ातीतत  तीतीतीी  

पर पपररपर वो 
ो डडडरववो

वोोोोववोवो चार 
रबबरातघबघबरतरतररररततततीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीी,, घडरडरडर

चच रराराररररााचाचा अनजान 
फर तरातततीततीततीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीी,,

जाानन शकले 
फफफफरफररफ

ककललकलललकलललेलेलेलले उसे 
तज़तज़ज़ज़ज़ज़ज़ज़ीज़ज़ततत
उउससेसेसससससेसेउसउस पीछे 

ससससस
ीीीछछेछेछीछीछीी से 

मददददददमदमदददददककद
छछछ सससेसेस पकड़ 

मम ढ़बढ़ब
ककड़कड़ड़कड़ड़ ले 

ततीतीढ़ तढ़ातढ़ढ़ढ़ढ़ तततत
ड़ड़ड़ड़ ललेलललल जातीततत  तीतीतीतीती  लकलकलल उउउउससससउसउस

 
वो ववोो चीखतीत , ती च लातीत , तीी बचने चनेनचन क कककक गुहार हहारर लगातीत  ती  

पर पपरपर उन 
वो चीववो
उउननननननउनउन बदं 

तीीीीीखती ततीीची
बबददददबदबदं अधँेर  

लातीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीी, चचच
धेधेधेरधेर ग लयो 

लाततती
लययययोोयोो म 

नचचचचबचबचचचचनचनीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीी, बब
मममममममम उसक  

न ककक गु
कक

ु
ककककक चीख 

गुहहहगगहहारगु
ीी
ु
खीखीखखखखख वह  

गातगलगल
ववहहहहवहवह दब 

ततीगातत
दबबबबबबबदबब जातीततत  तीततीत  पप

घंटो 
पपरपर उउउउउउउन
घंघघ ोटोघटोो तक 

न बननउउन
ततककककककककतकतकतक वो 

धदद अअअधबबददददददबद
ववोोोोववोवोवोवोवो रोतीततततत , 

ललयगधधधरधर गग
तीततीी चीखतीत , 

म ससकससउसउउउसककललयललयययोो म
ततीती च लातीतत , 

कक ीचीची
तीती फर 

हहखीखख ववहहहहहवहीीख
फफफफफफररफररफफ बेहोश 

ददददददब
ोोोशोशशशशशश हो 

तीतताताजाततततबबब ज
ोोोोोहोहहोोहह जातीतत  तीती  घघघघटो

जब 
ो तततततकककततक
जजजबजबबबबबब होश 

ततततततीतोोोवो र तरोतततववव
ोोशशशशोशोशोोोोो आयायय , 

ततीतीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीी,, ची
याााााााााााााााााााया,, तो 

तखतीखीचीची
तततोोततोततोततोत खुद 

ततीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीी,,ततततततती
खखुखखखखुददददददददददखखखखखखखख को 

च लचचचच
ककोोोोोोोकोको उस 

ल तलाातततततीीीीीीीीीललल
उसससससउस गल  

,, फीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीी,,
ललललललललल म 

हहोहहहहहोोशररर हबबहफफफफफरफरफ
मममममममममममम अकेला 

ताताजाज ततततीशोशश ोहहोह ज
लकलकलललालााााा पातीतततततत  ततीतीती  ककोोोको उउउउससउसउस

 
बड़ी बबड़ीी मुि कल कलकल से सेस उठकर ककरकर वो वोोवो वापस पसपस घर घरररघर को कोोोको जातीत  ती  बबबड़ी मु
धीमी 

लमुि कििम ककल
मम
ु
मीीमीमी धीमी 

ठउठल स उ
मममीमीीमीमीमीी बा रश 

ठकठकककर
रररशशशशश म 

वाोोवोवो ववकरकर वववव
शशशशश ममममममममममममम अपने 

पापवापपस
पपनेपनेपननआसंू 

ोोको ाताजाततीघघररघर कककोघ
आआंआसआसंआससआससससआआं छुपातीतत  ीतीती  धीम

दद 
धीमममी
दददददददददद से 

मीमीीमीधीधीममीमीमी ध
दददद सससेसेस तड़पती 

रराबाब
तपतपतततीीती पर 

शशशशशश मररररररशरश
परररररररररपपरपर मूँह 

म अअमम
ममँममँहहहहहहहहहहहमममम को 

नपनननपपअअपअपप
ककोोोोोोकोककको हाथ 

आआआआआआ
हहाहाथथथथाथाथाा से 

तपातप ततततीतीछछुपपपछआआआसआसआसआआ ूूसस छुूूूू
सससेसेस दबातीततत  ततीतीती  मममूूहहहहहहहमूूूू ककक

 
घर घरघर क  कक चौपाल ाालल पर परररपर छोट  ोोोोट को कोोोोोको इंतज़ार ज़ज़ रार करत ेररतेत पातीतत  ती  घघघर
माँ 
र ककक
मममामाँाााँााँँ फटे 

ौपाौचौच
फफटटेटटेटेटेफटफट हुए 

पराल पपपपाााल
हहएएएएएएएएएहह कपड़ े

ररपर छो
पपड़ड़ेपड़ड़ेड़पड़प देख 

ोोोोोकोको इतटट कककककोकोोछोोोोटोट
ददखखखखखखदखखदखख बलकुल 

करतज़ततज़ज़ार
ककककललकक सहम 

ातपातततीररकरररत प
हहमहमहममम जातीतत  ीतीतीीी  

छोट  ोोट पूछतीतती, "
फफफटटटफटमममाा

ततीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीीी,, """"""अ मामम , 
कटट हहहुहहुहहुएएएएएएएहह कुुु

मामामााााााााााााााााााामाा,, द द  
पपककपपड़पड़पड़
दददददददद को 

ददददखखददखदखदखड़ड़ड़ दद
ककोोोोोोकोको या 

लकुलबलकबललबलबख
यययाायाायययय हुआ

ु
आआआआआआ", 
कुकुककललकुु
आआआआआआआआआआआआआआआआआआआआआआआआआआआआआआ ,", " पर 

हहहहसहसहसस
पपरररररपरपरपप वो 

जाहहहहहहमहमम
वोोोोवोवो कुछ 

ताताततततीाजा
ककककछछछछछछछछछछकककक ना 

ीी
ननाााााााानाना कह ककहहहकहक पातीतत  ती  ययायय हहहु

 

लागा चुनर  म दाग 
Sagar Gargrg 



Sisyphean  
As I stare down from my temple, 
I see a struggle to survive. 
There is no rhyme in these lines, 
only the loud silence of anxiety. 
Squandering for meaning, but oblivious to facts. 
Love, fame, money-all you have but truth, for everyday is a lie! 
You yearn to grow old and die, trying hard to succeed. 
You find solace in the mundane and peace in civilization. 
A good son, an obedient student, an abiding citizen, a trustful spouse; 
You're the perfect actor in an imperfect play. 
You talk of  revolution and change, but wish for subjugation and obvious. 
Holding the steering wheel but drifted by society. 
You are a beast, lost in this jungle. 
 
I won't live to die; but die, for I have lived!! 
 

Nemo  

अब अअबब तो तोोतो आसंू आंआंआसंआं भी भीीीभी सूख ससखखखखसस गए गएएएगए ब टो टोो केक, के वो वोोोवो बेचार  ाार अब अबबबअब रो बब रो भी भीीीभी ना नााााना पातीतत  ती  आआआआसआ ूस
बस 

सूसससूसससूसखसससूूसस भभीीीभी स
बब
ू
सबसबसससससस बा ट  

ूूखखख गगगएू
टटटट भर-

ए बएएगए
भभररररररररररररभररभरभ भर 

बबब
भभररररररभरभ के 

ककटो
ककेकेक सर 

ववोककककककककककककककककककक,,,
ससररररररररररसरसरसर पर 

ाारचाचबचचाोोवो ब
पपररररररपरपपरपरप उड़लेती 

रो भभीीीभी ननअअबबअबब र
लतलतलतततीतीीतीतीीी जातीततत  ततीतीतीतीतीीीी  टटट भभभभर

चोटे 
रररररररररररररररररररररररररररभरभर---------ररर भभ

चोचोोटटेचोोटेटचोचो तो 
ककभररररररभरभर

तततोोोोोोोोोोोोतोतोतोतोतो साफ़ 
सससससरररसरसर
ाााााााफ़ाफ़फ़फ़फ़फ़फ़ाा हो 

ड़लड़लड़ड़ड़उड़उड़उरररररपर उउररररर पपपप
ोोोोहोहोोहोहोोो गईगग ,ईईगईगई  ईईईई  

पर परपर चनुर  
चचोचोचो
ननररर पे 

ोोोततोतोोटो तततत
पेपेपपपप लगा 

ससााााफ़ाफ़फ़ा
लगलगगाागाागग दाग 

ोहहोहो गफ़फ़
दादागगगगगागागगगागाग कैसे 

गईईईगईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईईई,,गगग
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Ananth in the summer of 2014.
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Before I forget... 
While one may wonder how amazing things get accomplished overnight as if a genie was at work, I have 
learnt to never underestimate the sheer will, immense creativity and unwavering commitment of people to 
a common goal. I experienced it once again as a member of the CEA executive committee last year. While 
key members of the committee were missing from almost the start of the term, there was never a damper 
on the spirits of the team. The extra load was shared by all and numerous others came forward to help 
whenever situation arose.  

CEA started the term by organizing an interaction session of the departmental students with the out-going 
batch of 2012. Other regular CEA events that brings the department together over tea and snacks were 
sprinkled over the entire year. Freshers from the new batch of Masters and PhD students were given a 
warm welcome by CEA members. The Teachers’ day was again an opportunity to thank the mentors and 
teachers of the members. The CEA cricket match gave the department members a chance to show off their 
athletic skills. The two annual CEA talks featured two distinct speakers from diverse ends of the spectrum. 
Dr. Sukanya Raghavan introduced us to concepts in organic farming and ecological modernization and Dr. 
Shiladitya Sengupta from MIT introduced us to his journey from conducting basic research to co-founding 
four biomedical/pharmaceutical start-ups. 

In a jam-packed night with musical and theatrical stars from the department, we had a rousing and enter-
taining CEA nite that I would definitely remember for some time to come. Showcasing of musical talents 
from two and a half generations of the Chemical Engineering kept a rapt audience wanting for more. I was 

Activities un-
dertaken in 
2013 

CEA Symposium, October 2013 

Dr. Rahul Roy (CEA Prseident) 

kept wondering how I 
had found myself mirac-
ulously in the midst of 
such genuine talent. The 
comedy drama conceived 
and presented largely by 
the summer interns kept 
its funny twist for the 
end.  And the night was 
made marvellous by a 
competitive game of Pic-
tionary with teams com-
prising of student and 
faculty. 

Another CEA event that 
drew another set of tal-
ents, this time the aca-
demic kind, was the 
ChemE In-house sympo-
sium. We had a complete 
day of research talks by 
students who presented 
their on-going research 
work to the department. 
The toil and effort that 
ChemE graduates put 
into their research was in 
clear display. The sym-
posium also drew guests 
from the industry includ-

ing our own alums who turned up to learn more about our department’s current research directions. The 
highlight of the symposium were two plenary talks by Mr. Swaminathan Eisenhower, Director Opera-
tions, Saint Gobain Glass India and Dr. Vianney Koelman, VP Computational R&D, Shell Inc. The op-
portunity to interact with the industry representatives gave the students a perspective to look at their re-
search in the context of the industry. 

Finally, a newly designed the Departmental/CEA T-shirt was highly sought after and was a great way to 
commemorate the year. All said and done, the year passed by quickly and kept everyone at their toes, yet 
CEA was able to make it an unforgettable one, at least for me.

CEA Nite, June 2013 




